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Abstract: Multi-agent systems are today, as element of the distributed artificial
intelligence, an important and prolific area of research and development. In artificial
intelligence research, agent-based systems technology has been hailed as a new paradigm for
conceptualizing, designing, and implementing software systems. Multi-agent technologies can
solve problems by using decomposition of a complicated system to simple subsystems. We can
use multi-agent technology to the simulation of the cockpit system and identification of the
states.

1. Introduction
With roll-out new intelligent systems to the military and civilian practice in aviation,
we encountered problems of description the complicated systems and usage in working. The
very promising way how to enhance the effectiveness and safety of the Pilot-Aircraf system is
the exploitation the multi-agent systems. Multi-agent technologies are utilized principally in
modern cybernetic, informatics technologies, economy, sociology and other technologies.
Multi-agent system includes the community of the autonomous agents and communications
network. Multi-agent systems decompose the complete system to the some elementary
subsystems.

2. Cockpit Multi-agent System (CMAS)
The role of the pilot in future air combat is expected to remain essential. However,
technological advances are required to provide a `competitive edge' and involve increasingly
sophisticated tools for executing the mission. The cockpit multi-agent system facilitates
pilot’s decision-making in the combat mission.
Cockpit Multi-agent System architecture design
The basic architecture of the Cockpit Multi-agent System is on the fig. 1. There are
two subsystems as SSR (System Situation Recognizer) and data processing subsystem.
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Fig. 1: Architecture of the Cockpit Multi-agent System
SSR is presented as a system that is operating with the data of the pilot and the actual
technical state of the system on one side and on the other side with the environment around.
The outcomes are the values of the situation set.
For the multi-agent technology is characteristic data and software separation. Each
subsystem has got a specialized autonomous agent by their unique function or position
operation. Agent can be realized from reactive agents to deliberative agents. Because CMAS
usually used productive rules, the system can be realized from simple agents with own
knowledge.
Cockpit Multi-agent system is a distributed system of items with specialized goals
such as operators shape agents, combat agents, control agents, environment agents and
communication agents, etc. Agents have to communicate and cooperate with other agents.
Agents have to share and record their data to the “Live Table”. After validity of time are these
data moved to the “History Table”, if it is necessary, they can access to the actual and
historical data and can use them.
Rules, functions, identifications
Preponderance agents have got an independent knowledge base. For example, there is
agent “Altitude Agent” that know how to react and send information of his activity to other
agents:
rule 1:
rule 2:
rule 3:

if the altitude above ground of fighter is 0 then send
A10(1)
if the altitude above ground of fighter is non 0 then
send A10(2)
if the altitude above ground of fighter is higher than 20
then send A10(3)
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“Altitude Agent” is testing agent that tests rules and sends result to “Function Agent”.
This agent receives results from all testing agents and processes all data. The “Function
Agent” knows current situation, for example:
rule 1:
rule 2:
rule 3:
rule 4:

if the received data are A10(1) and A13(2) then send F10
and write START
if the received data are A10(1) and A13(3) and (A15(2) or
A15(1)) then send F11 and write TAXI
if the received data are (A10(1) or A13(2)) and A13(4)
and A15(2) and (A18(1) or A18(2) then write TAKE OFF
if the received data are A10(3) or A13(4) and (A17(1)
or A17(2)) and A18(2) then write CLIMBING

etc.

”Function Agent” sends results and displays message of the current situation. “Task Agent”
receives results from ”Function Agent” and identify the state, for example:
rule
rule
rule
rule
rule
rule

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

if
if
if
if
if
if

the
the
the
the
the
the

received
received
received
received
received
received

data
data
data
data
data
data

is
is
is
is
is
is

F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15

then write START
write TAXI
write TAKE OFF
write CLIMBING
write DECLINE
write DIRECT FLIGHT

etc.

3. Conclusion:
The rules can be defined for specific work of all agents, such as Roll Angle Agent,
Speed Agent, Communication Agent, Weapon Agent, etc. The advances of multi-agent
technology are extensibility of the system and other subsystems and autonomous subsystems
and using new types of knowledges.
This article was summarized advantages of multi-agent technology utilization and
there were described methods of design architectures of cockpit multi-agent system.
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